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one of the few sciences that can directly apply modern technological tools to

complex..Pharmacogenomics of chemosensitization: homozygous deletion at DCC
and sensitivity to aziridinylbenzoquinone. Homozygous deletion at DCC, a cyclin-

dependent kinase inhibitor gene, is a frequent event in human cancer but its
impact on drug sensitivity and chemosensitization has not been examined in

clinical or experimental models. We show that homozygous deletion at DCC by
itself and in combination with p53 deletion affects in vitro and in vivo drug
sensitivity. Homozygous deletion at DCC, which is also the only remaining

functional allele in three human bladder cancer lines (RT4, 5637, and T24), renders
the cells more sensitive to the DNA-damaging drug 10 micromol/L

aziridinylbenzoquinone. The sensitivity of DCC-/- T24 cells can be overcome by
combining the aziridinylbenzoquinone treatment with partial p53 restoration.

Homozygous deletion at DCC is a frequent event in human bladder cancer and
may be associated with in vitro and in vivo drug sensitivity. The combination of
pharmacogenomics and molecular cytogenetics may be a useful approach to

predict treatment responses in individual patients.Q: Arquillian JUnit8 tests run in
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Eclipse but fails in IDEA I'm having a problem with IDEA. The tests are executed
from a jar, they pass fine but when I try to run them from the IDE the build doesn't
find the test. I'm using Arquillian with JUnit8 and running them in IDEA. Example

test class: @RunWith(Arquillian.class) public class UserRepositoryTest {
@Deployment(testable = false) public static JavaArchive createDeployment() {

return ShrinkWrap.create(JavaArchive.class).addPackage(UserRepository.class.get
Package()); } @InSequence(1) @Deployment(testable = false) public static Archive

createDeployment() {
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